
You know the Quality

NASSAU Economy door is a good separate pass door 

solution for buildings, for which there are no specific 

requirement conc. insulation and air tightness. The door 

solution is based on NASSAU’s pass door profile system and 

is a durable door for industrial purposes with the possibility of 

integrating windows and various accessories. By combining 

the narrow door profile system with NASSAU’s well-known 

foamed section fillings, it is possible to create harmony and 

architectural interaction with a NASSAU sectional door. 

The Economy door is as standard supplied with frame and 

door profiles in alu natural anodized aluminum, and with 

powder coated door profile system as an option. The door 

fillings are as standard supplied with pre-painting outside 

and inside according to NASSAU standard color program, 

but these door fillings can of course also be offered in outside 

and inside wet-painting in RAL-color.

For a natural inflow of light the door fillings can be combined 

with a fixed-frame window type 90W or alternatively window 

type 90M with alu profile frame.

20 mm low door step is standard, but as an option a brush 

sealing can also be offered. 

NASSAU Economy door

As standard the Economy door is supplied with a latch 

lock with profile cylinder and anodized door handle in- and 

outside.

Furthermore there are various options like special lock 

types, electric strike, fixed outside handle and integrated 

door closer.

Separate pass door

NASSAU Economy door

Max. 

width

Max. 

height

90F-section1 90W windows² 90M windows³ 

Single door 1100 mm 2300 mm √ √ √

1

2

3

Standard door section filling 90F is as standard supplied with outside and inside prepainting in standard color. 
Possibility for outside and inside wet painting in RAL-color.

Window type 90W with fixed frame. Possibility for the same filling types as for sectional doors. For installation in 
door section No. 3.

Window type 90M with alu profile frame. Possibility for the same filling types as for sectional doors. For installa-
tion in door section No. 2 and 3.

Standard:
 Alu natural anodized profile system
 Latch lock with profile cylinder with 
twister inside
 Anodized door handles outside and 
inside
 20 mm doorstep



Separate pass door

The doors can be right- or left hinged and inside or outside 

opening, and they are produced individually according to the 

specific measurements of your choice. Contact our technical 

sales support for further information.

NASSAU Economy door
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